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are predicted and then quantised so that the data rate necessary for storing the image is minimised. On the other hand, the technique of transform coding is widely used in many areas, such as video data compression, for example, as described in I. S. Reed and T. Bell, “Techniques for the

conversion of the truncated discrete cosine transform”, IEEE Trans. on Communications, vol. COM-26, no. 12, pp. 2249-2261, 1978. Transform coding relies on the fact that most natural images are sparse in some transform domain, so that the data can be represented as a few (usually
quite small) coefficients. In transform coding, the image is transformed into a transform domain, typically the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and quantised. The transform domain coefficients are then entropy coded and the resulting bits are written to storage as an image. Transform
coding can produce high quality images at a very low data rate. However, the compression achieved using transform coding is relatively low since the signal is mapped to a frequency domain where it is highly correlated and all the energy is concentrated in only a few coefficients. More

recently, there has been much work in coding images directly in the spatial domain, for example, as described in Y. A. Orkina and G. J. Sullivan, “A block processing scheme for coding of grey level images”, IEEE Trans. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, vol. 37, no. 5, pp. 644-649,
1989. The compression is achieved by applying a low-pass filter to the original image and quantising the resulting image. By using the absolute value of the image, the resultant image is sparse. In other words, it has relatively few
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CCustomClass(CCustomClass* pRep = NULL) : m_pRep(pRep) {} CCustomClass() :
m_pRep(NULL) {} CCustomClass(CCustomClass &&src) { *this = std::move(src); }

~CCustomClass() { if (m_pRep) m_pRep->Release(); } operator CMyClass *() const {
return m_pRep; } } where class CMyClass is a class of a MFC dll. I want to overload
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pulmonary hypertension is difficult because of the diversity of the different forms and due to the variety of possible complications. The methods of investigation are the following: determinations of right ventricular pressure (right ventriculography, direct cannulation of pulmonary

artery, implantable devices), determinations of pulmonary arterial pressure (echocardiography, magnetic resonance, catheterisation), determinations of pulmonary capillary pressure (filling pressure, Doppler-echocardiography), characterization of lung lesions (high-resolution
computed tomography). Cardiac function tests are difficult to perform (invasive and noninvasive methods), their determinations, especially the anatomical ones, are highly specific but of little value for the evaluation of severity and prognosis. The clinical study of hypoxic
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